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A class of linear parabolic differential equations on a bounded domain in R” is 
obtained as the class of deterministic limits of space-time jump Markov processes 
XN. These XN describe particle systems which are spatially inhomogeneous due to 
diffusion and random change in the number of particles. The deviation of XN from 
its deterministic limit is measured by a central limit theorem. This fluctation limit is 
a distribution valued generalized Omstein-Uhlenbeck process and can be represen- 
ted as the mild solution of a stochastic partial differential equation, whose driving 
term is the sum of two independent Gaussian martingales arising from diffusion and 
change in the number of particles, respectively. (3 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We show that a class of linear parabolic differential equations on a 
bounded domain D c R” is the class of deterministic limits of a class of 
space-time jump Markov processes, and the fluctuation around the deter- 
ministic limit is measured by a central limit theorem. The fluctation limit is 
a distribution-valued generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and can be 
represented as the mild solution of a stochastic partial differential equation 
(SPDE). The deterministic PDE and the space-time jump Markov process 
include as special cases the deterministic and stochastic (local) models for 
chemical reaction with diffusion (local, because of the spatial 
inhomogeneity due to diffusion versus “global”) (cf. Arnold [3], Arnold 
and Theodosopulu [S] as well as Haken [19], Nicolis and Prigogine 
[36], van Kampen [22], and Gardiner, McNeil, Walls and Matheson 
[14]). In this interpretation the deterministic PDE is called the 
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macroscopic description and is obtained as the thermodynamic limit of a 
resealed diffusing and reacting particle system in a volume V, as V-r CC (cf. 
Remark 2.3). The local stochastic model for the particle system, which is 
called the mesoscopic description (Haken [ 19]), is constructed by dividing 
the volume V into N cells of size u (determined by the mean free path; cf. 
Nicolis and Prigogine [36]), counting the number of particles in each cell 
and linking the celles by diffusion. To obtain the Gaussian (spatially white 
noise) limit, we need v/V= l/N -+ 0 (Theorem 3.1). Mathematically, our 
jump Markov process XL.” can be interpreted as a system of spatially 
inhomogeneous branching random walks on a bounded grid with 
branching, killing and immigration, where the dimension (number of cells 
or grid points) N -+ CC (cf. Remark 3.5). 
Our method is a functional analytic approach and follows Kotelenez 
[ZS] where the analogous problem for chemical reactions with diffusion on 
a bounded interval was studied. We represent both F” (the mesoscopic 
description) as well as the normalized fluctuation process 
([TN)’ “(X“,,” - X) =: ,I*‘.~~ by “variation of constants” as mild solutions to 
certain SPDEs, where X is the solution to the deterministic PDE (2.2) (the 
macroscopic description) (cf. (2.11) and step (i) in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1). Since the limit of the martingale part of Y’.-V is expected to 
be of the order of (the derivative of) spatially white noise, we must con- 
struct distribution spaces H Ix 3 H, := L,(D) to ensure the o-additivity of 
the limiting martingale M. To make full use of the “variation of constants” 
(through the following Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.1) the distrubition 
spaces H I have to be separable Hilbert spaces and the semigroup U( t ) in 
the stochastic convolution integral must be extended in a definite way. To 
be more precise, let A be the elliptic operator in (2.2), which is in our case 
closed w.r.t. homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (to be definite) 
and self-adjoint. Then there is a /? > 0 s.t. (/I - .+I )is invertible. Thus, we can 
define all the powers of (P-A)” c( E Iw. Since we assume strong ellipticity 
and smooth coefficients for A we obtain that for ‘1 >O H, := 
Dom((fl- A)” *) are closed subspaces (through continuous imbedding) of 
the (real) standard Sobolev spaces H” := H”(D) (Lemma 2.1), where Dom 
denotes the domain of the operator. After identifying H,, with its dual H;, 
the H ~1 are defined as the distributional duals of H,. This procedure 
generates a nuclear Gel’fand triple 
@cH,cH,=H;,~H~~~@‘, r 3 0. 
((2.5)), and the locally convex topology on @ is determined solely by A (in 
contrast to the standard triple Y( OV) c L2( lRn) c Y’( lR”), where ,y’( (W”) is 
the space of tempered distributions; cf. Remark 3.5). Moreover, since H 2 
are Hilbert spaces the index CI ensuring cr-additivity of M(t) on the H. z is 
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determined by Hilbert-Schmidt embedding using Maurin’s theorem (part 
of Sobolev’s imbedding theorem; cf. Adams [l] and Triebel [40]). Now 
defining the norms of H, by (/I - II)‘/’ enables us to extend the semigroup 
U(t) generated by A (we write A - U(f)) and A to “nice” operators U-,(t) 
and A ~a on HP, such that A or - U_,(t). In particular, our Lemma 1.1 
and Theorem 1.1 are applicable on H ~JI. Thus, the main idea is the 
“variations of constants” on abstract Wiener spaces (or scales of Hilbert 
spaces with the Hilbert-Schmidt imbedding property) by “nicely” 
extending the semigroup U(t) from the smaller space to the larger one and 
then applying Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.1. The “variation of constants” 
also proves useful for various estimates since the semigroups involved here 
are positivity-preserving, where “positivity-preserving” for a bounded 
operator B means; f 2 0 implies Bf > 0 (cf. Davies [ 1 l] as well as our 
Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.3). 
For possible future applications we shall derive our basic weak con- 
vergence criterion by “variations of constants” in a slightly more general 
setting than needed in this paper, since this does not create any additional 
difficulties in the proof. Let us recall that a strongly continuous semigroup 
V(t) has as a natural generalization an evolution operator V( f, s), 0 < s 6 t. 
V(t, s) is usually linked with a time-dependent closed operator C(r), called 
the quasi-generator, in a similar fashion as the semigroup V(t) is linked 
with its generator C (cf. Curtain and Pritchard [S] as well as Tanabe 
[38], where V(t, s) is called “fundamental solution”), and any strongly 
continuous semigroup V(t) is a (time-homogeneous) evolution operator 
whose generator C is a quasi-generator. In what follows (H, ( ., .)H) is a 
separable Hilbert space with scalar product ( ., .)H. The norm associated 
with (., .)H will be denoted by 1.1 H, and the usual operator norm for 
bounded linear operators on H by 1.1 y, HI. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An evolution operator V( t, s) is called contraction-type 
if there is a Hilbert space norm T. ‘i;, equivalent to 1.1 H and a real number 
p E [O, Kz ) s.t. 
7 V(f, s) T$,,, < efi”-s’ for all 0 d s d t, 
where T.T,,,, in the 1.h.s. of (1.1) is computed w.r.t. T. rH. 
We shall write 
(1.1) 
if V(t, s) is contraction-type with exponent p. 
Now let 2 be a H-valued locally square integrable cadlag martingale 
defined on a complete stochastic basis with right continuous filtration 
(Q’, F;, F;, P’) (cf. Metivier [35]). The stochastic integral sb V(t, s) dZ(s), 
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t > 0, is called a stochastic convolution integral or a stochastic *-integral. It 
was shown in Kotelenez [23]: V(t. s)~$(l, /J) implies 
j vdz := jo. V( ‘) s) dZ( .s) 
has a cadlag version, if A4 is cadlag, and a continuous version if M is con- 
tinuous. 
The following lemma is a special case of Theorem 2. I in Kotelenez [ 261: 
LEMMA 1.1. If V( t, s) E 9( 1, 8) \i,ith quasi-generator C( t ) then there i.y a 
constant K independent sf Z s.t. for an!, T > 0 
, 
- < Ke4’jrl Z( T) I k. (I.‘) 
II 
Remark 1.1. K may depend on the equivalence constants underlying 
the definition of 9( 1, 8). It may happen that an evolution operator does 
not satisfy ( 1.1 ) in the Hilbert space norm which is “canonical” for a par- 
ticular problem, but for an equivalent one (cf. Kotelenez [26]). Therefore, 
Definition 1.1 is to ensure (1.2) for as large a class of stochastic *-integrals 
as possible. 
We denote by D( [0, XI); H) the Skorohod space of H-valued cadlag 
functions. Let us recall from Kurtz [30] the definition of a metric d by 
which (D( [0, X-); H), d) becomes a complete separable metric space: Set: 
A := [ Lipschitz continuous strictly increasing functions 
from [0, ,x8 )onto [0, c%’ )). 
i’(i) := sup log 
/I(f)--i(S) 
t-s ’ 
i. E .I. 
r>r20 
Then for X, YE D( [0, xj); H) d(X, Y) is defined by 
sup(1 A IX(i(t) A u)- Y(t A a)(,z,)du , 
1>0 
(1.3) 
where “ A ” denotes “min” and “ v ” “max.” 
Moreover, let “ * ” denote weak convergence. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume there are given: 
(I ) a sequence of evolution operators V’“( t, s) E 3( 1, /J) kiirh quasi- 
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generators A”(t) and uniform exponent /I for all m E N v (0) and a complete 
orthonormal system (dk} for H with 
(i) {q5k}~Dom(Am(t))for all tE [0, co), all mENu (0). 
(ii) For any k~ N and T>O 
sup IC~(t,~)A~(s)-~(t,s)A~(~)l~klH~O as m+ccl; 
OGXSt<T 
(II) a sequence of H-valued locally square integrable cadlag mar- 
tingales Z” on complete stochastic bases (W’, 9”, S;, P”) with right-con- 
tinuous filtration and all jumps uniformly bounded, m E N v {0}, s.t. 
Z”=ZO on D([O, w): H). 
Then, 
s VmdZm=> VdZ” I on D([O, co); H). 
Proof (i) Since (D( [0, co); H), d) =: (X, d) is complete and separable 
weak convergence on X is equivalent to convergence w.r.t. the Prohorov 
metric, denoted by d, (cf. Billingsley [6, Appendix III, Theorem 5)]. Con- 
sequently, we have to show that for any .s>O there is an m(E) s.t. 
my~Ejd,t,(j vdz”,j I”dZO)dE. (*) 
(ii) Assumption (11) implies by Prohorov’s theorem (Billingsley [6, 
Chap. I, Theorem 6.21). 
V6 > 0, 3 compact set A” s.t. sup p”{Z”$A”}<L% 
n2cNu (O} 
On the other hand, by the compactness of A6 there are for any v >O a 
p= p(v, B)E N and points Xi, i= l,..., p  in X s.t. 
where Bd(Xi, q) := { YEX: d(X,, Y)<q}. Thus, for 6 we may choose 
T=T(6)>1 with epT<6 and q=q(T(6)) s.t. 2q<e-3TAlog2. This 
implies by (1.3) the existence of L = L(i, Y) E ,4 with n(T) < 2T s.t. 
SUP I xi(4t)) - Y(t) I” < 1. 
OCIGT 
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Hence, for any 6>0 and T= T(6)> 1, epT<6 there is a K(6)< cxj s.t. 
YE A’ implies sup I J’(t)II, <K(b). 
O<l<T 
(iii) Set 
and denote Z” stopped at TV by 2”‘. Moreover, let 
P,: H-+ Yld,,..., 4,) 
the projection of H onto the linear span of 14, ,..., 4 ) and 
Pk’:=I-P,, I being the identity in U(H). 
(iv) 
+ dp( j” V”’ d.?“, 1 I/“P, d.?“) 
I 
+ d,( j. VP, d.?‘, j VP, dZ”‘) 
/ 
(**I 
+ dP v”P, dZ”‘, j VP, dZ” 
> 
+ d, j- V’P, ds?‘, 1 V’ di?” 
( > 
+dp j Ipdz”,j pdZ” 
From the definition of d,, (1.3) and the definition of T"' = t”‘(&/14) we 
easily obtain 
sup d, 
m,keN (1 
V”‘Pk d?‘, j V”‘P, dZ” 6 E/7. 
> 
Similarly, for the first, fifth, and seventh term on the r.h.s. of (**). 
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Lemma 1.1 and the definition of ~~ yield for any rl> 0 
rnc N u {0}, implying the existence of an k(s) s.t. 
mEtqol d, ( j v” di?‘, j- v”P, da?“’ < &/I. 
k.k(cl 
Now choose k = k(e) throughout in (**). Then assumption (I), partial 
integration, and the continuous mapping theorem (Billingsley [6, Chap. I, 
Sect. 5, Theorem 5.11) imply the existence of an m(c) s.t. 
sup d, 
(i 
v”p,(,, d-Z”, j VP&,, dZ” 
) 
6 s/7 
WZ>NEl 
(cf. Kotelenez [26] ), whence we obtain (* ). 1 
It should be mentioned that Theorem 1.1 was proved in Kotelenez [26] 
under an additional (redundant) assumption. 
Let us now briefly describe the contents of the paper. In Section 2 we 
first define the local deterministic model, construct the nuclear Gel’fand 
triple and prove the extendibility of A and U(r). Then we introduce the 
local stochastic model J? and derive the stochastic evolution equation for 
TN with a martingale perturbation Z”T~. We decompose Z”*N into two 
orthogonal martingales PAN and Z”dN. In the language of reaction and dif- 
fusion systems Z>” describes the noise caused by diffusion, whereas 2;” 
describes the noise due to reaction. Finally, we derive some preparatory 
lemmata to the limit theorems. In particular, Lemma 2.5 shows how the 
discrete operator AN can be substituted by its continuous space analogue. 
In Section 3 we prove the law of large numbers (LLN) (thermodynamic 
limit) and then show that the normalized martingales M”vN:= (oN)L’2Z”,hi= 
A4”iN 0 M;N converge weakly to a Gaussian martingale A4 = M, @ M,. M, 
and M, are independent and account for diffusion and reaction, respec- 
tively. Finally, we derive the central limit theorem (CLT) and describe the 
smoothness properties of the limit Y. Y is the mild solution of the 
generalized Langevin equation (SPDE): 
dY(r)=ApaY(t)dt+dM,(r)+dM,(t) 
Y(O) = yo, 
where A --dl is the extension of A onto H _ oL, LX> (n/2) + 1. 
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2. THE MODELS 
Following the ideas and terminology of Arnold [3] we first introduce 
the (local) deterministic model, then construct the corresponding (local) 
stochastic model, and finally compare the two models. 
2.1. The (Local) Deterministic Model 
Let D be a bounded open subset of R”, n E N, whose boundary aD is a 
C”-hypersurface, which lies on one side of 3D. We may w.1.o.g. assume 
that the Lebesgue measure of D, (D I= 1. Moreover, let k be a strongly 
elliptic operator on 
H, := L,(D), 
where L,(D) is the separable Hilbert space of square integrable real-valued 
functions on D. We assume that k has the representation 
(2.1 ) 
for sufficiently smooth 4 E H,, di := d/2x,, where 
ui, b, dE P(b), i= l,..., n 
(infinitely often differentiable on B, real valued) with 
b, d30. 
The strong ellipticity assumption and the continuity of a, imply 
min inf a,(r) > 0 
i = I.....n rc d
(cf. Treves [39]). 
Let c E C’=( D, R + ) and x0 E C3 + p(15, [w + ) (three times continuously ) 
differentiable where the third derivatives are P-Holder continuous with 
p E (0, 1)) and assume 
Under these assumptions the parabolic PDE 
iX(t, r)=RX(t, r)+c(r), 
(2.2) 
WC r)l aD ~0, -WI r) = X,(r) 
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(describing the local deterministic model) has a unique classical solution 
XE C3+P*(3+P)‘2 (ax [0, T]; R + ) (cf. Ladyienskaja, Solonnikov and 
Ural’ceva [32, Chap. 1, Sect. 1, Theorem 2.1, Chap. IV, Sect. 5, 
Theorem 5.21). In particular, we obtain that for all T> 0 there is a K, < cc 
s.t. for all (r, t) 4 x [0, T], 
0 < X( I, r) G K,. (2.3) 
Let us state some additional facts in connection with (2.2). To this end 
recall the definition of the (standard) Solobolev spaces 
H”’ := (H”(D); < C.7 .> >,A rnEfwJ{O} 
which are the spaces of real-valued functions, m times differentiable in the 
generalized sense with all derivatives up to order m square integrable. 
(( *, e)),, the standard scalar product on H”‘, is defined by 
with aj = a,, . . . ajn, j = (j, ,..., j ), 1 jl = j, + . . . + j, (we shall not explicitly 
write the integration variable and the integrator if there is no risk of con- 
fusion). For m = 0 we shall write Ho instead of @’ and (., . ). instead of 
((~,.>>o. Set 
A := closure of d w.r.t. homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con- 
ditions. 
Then --A is coercive (cf. Lions and Magenes [33] - or regularly accretive 
in the terminology of Tanabe [38]) which can be verified by partial 
integration of ( -Ad, I+G ), 4, $ E Dam(A). Hence, 
A-U(l)EY(LLv, and u(t) is analytic on Ho. 
where 
/I := Illb+dJII :=sup Ib(r)+d(r)l 
,Cb 
(cf. Tanabe [38, Theorem 3.6.11). Moreover, A and u(t) are self-adjoint. 
In particular, the solution to (2.2) can be represented by its mild solution 
X(t)=U(z)Xo+ j’U(t-s)cds. 
0 
(2.4) 
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Set 
and set 
(H,, ( ., . ),) := closure of C,“(D) w.r.t. ( ., . ),, 
( ., . ), is a scalar product and the second equality in the above line holds 
since (/? - A)” is positive and self-adjoint. For a E [w + we define H, and H 
as the intermediate spaces of Lions and Magenes [33] by 
Hx := [f-f,+ 17 Hml, --1, 
H” := [H”‘+‘, Hm],pz, aE[m,m+1],mENu{O). 
H, = D( (a - A )cr’2), a E R + , is a real separable Hilbert space with scalar 
product 
(4, +), := ((b- A)1’2d, (b-A)“%). 
and we have 
LEMMA 2.1. For all aER+, H, is a closed subspace qf H” with 
( ( ., ’ ) ), restricted to H, being equivalent ( ., . ),. 
Proof (i) From Ladyienskaja [31], Chap. II, Sect. 3, we obtain that 
for all m E N there are constants 0 c-c, < C, < r;c~ s.t. for all 4 E CT(B) 
where 1. Irn and 11. Ilm are the norms associated with ( ., ),, and ( ( ., . ) ),, 
respectively. 
(ii) Now the statement follows for m E N (by continuous imbedding) 
since H” are the closures of P’(D) w.r.t. (( ., )), (cf. Adams Cl]), and 
then for a E [w + from Theorem 5.1 in Lions and Magenes [33]. 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. (I) The embedding H, + H, is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
whenever a > /3 + (n/2), B 2 0 (Maurin’s theorem). 
(II) H, c Cm(D), wheneuer a > m + (n/2), m E N u (0). 
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(III) For arbitrary m E N there exists an operator P, s.t. 
p, E -wH,, H=(w), a<m, 
p&+=4 Lebesgue a.e. on D, V# E H, 
The proof follows from the corresponding statements for H” (cf. Adams 
[ 1 ] and Lions and Magenes [ 331 and Lemma 2.1. 
We set 
and endow @ with the locally convex topology defined by ( ., . ),, a > 0. 
By Corollary 2.1(I), @ becomes a nuclear Frechet space with this topology 
(cf. Schafer [ 373). Now define 
@’ as the strong dual of @ 
and 
H --12 :={qh@‘: l&l, := sup I(&,t/Q)I <c;cj}, 
ISI. G w E @ 
where (q+‘, tj) is the dual pairing. 
Remark 2.1. (I) Obviously, all elements qY from H _ I can be extended 
into continuous linear functions on H, whence H- oL becomes the 
(distributional) strong dual of H,. Moreover, we may identify Ho with its 
strong dual Ho which implies the chain of (dense) continuous inclusions 
~cH,cH,cHo=HocH~,cH~.c~’ 
for a 2 y > 0 (cf. Gel’fand and Vilenkin [ 151). 
(II) If 4, $E Ho, then it is easy to see that 
($4 I)-, = ((fi-A)-a’2q14, (B-A)-“‘211/)0 
(2.5) 
(III) From (I) and Corollary 2.1(I), we obtain 
(ii, H,, HA, i; imbedding of H, into H,, 
is an abstract Wiener space, whenever a + (n/2) < y, a, y E Iw (cf. Kuo [28]). 
Indeed, by Corollary 2.1 there is a CONS of eigenvectors {q5(} c C:(b) for 
(P-A) with eigenvalues 1, > 0. Hence, q5; := dcA;Y/* is a CONS for H,, 
YER implying C~I~:It=LI&“I~ < co iff y > (42) + a. Moreover, we 
have H, = (4’ E 4’: x (4, dl)* 2; < ccj }. 
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(IV) It turns out (cf. Theorem 3.3) that the largest Hilbert dis- 
tribution space we need is Hpr,, where a, = (a+ (n/2)) v (a+2) with 
sr>(n/2)+1 arbitrary. If [cc]:=max{n~N:n<ai, aER+, then a suf- 
ficient condition for the validity of our results would be that the coefficients 
for A (cf. (2.1)) satisfy: ai E Cc”‘](D) (i= I,..., n), h, de Cc”1 ~ l(6), and SD 
is of class Cczl+ “(6). Indeed, this would already imply the statement in 
Lemma 2.1 for all y E [0, a,] (cf. Ladyienskaja [3 1 ] ) and, consequently, 
Corollary 2.1 for the same range of y. However, since most stochastic 
space-time models are defined on duals of nuclear spaces we have con- 
structed the nuclear Gel’fand triple (2.5), which is in our opinion the ade- 
quate set-up for most stochastic space-time models over a bounded 
domain (unlike the triple Y( [W”) c L,( IY) c .Y’(EY); cf. Remark 3.5 1. 
Therefore, we had to assume smoothness of a,, h, d, and SD. 
(V) DaPrato and Grisvard have given in [9] a concrete represen- 
tation of H_, as the quotient space H,&,LIm d,12,. where G((/I-.4)“‘) is 
the graph of (/I - ,4 )” ‘. 
The following lemma shows that U(t) and A have nice extensions (resp. 
restrictions) to H;., 7 E R. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any y < 0 (resp. 1 > 0) U( t ) and ‘4 haue e.utensions (resp. 
restrictions) Uy( t) and A;. onH,. such that 
A;. - r~:.(t)~5!?(1, /I). Dom(A,.)= H:.,,, and C!..(t) is analytic. 
Prooj: (i) Let 4 E @. Then 
IU(r)~l;;=I(B-A)~~2U(t)~l~ by the definition of 1. I :, 
=IU(r)(p-A);‘$+, since U(t) and (fi - ,4 );‘ ’ commute. 
From this we obtain easily that U(t) is extendible (resp. restrictible) to a 
strongly continuous semigroup U,.(t) on Hi. and 
II ~7(~)IIycH.,, = II Ut)llY,Ho, GePr. 
(ii) Detine A, as the generator of U;,(f). For 4~ @ we obtain 
A.,.$ = Aq3 whence 
D(A,J=D(P-A,)=H;.+, 
since 1.11.+2 is equivalent to the graph norm (1. I;. + ) (B-A;.). i,)‘,2. 
(iii) We want to show that for any t > 0 
Uy(t) H, c H,.,,. 
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Take an arbitrary 4 E HY and let 4, E @ s.t. 14 - $, lY + 0. Then we have 
I U,(t)dm - U,(t)d(, +O and U,,(t)b, = U(t)d, EH,,~. Moreover, 
I U(r)(hn -hJly+2 = I(P-4(s+2)‘2 ~(~)(&I -hc)10 
= IV-A) w)w4y’2kL -hIlo 
G IFA) W)lqfO). 14, -hIy 
where C > 0 is some constant given by the analyticity of U(r) (cf. Davies 
[ 11)). But the inequalities imply that U(r)d, is a Cauchy sequence in 
f4+, (since MJ is a Cauchy sequence in HY). Therefore, U,( t)d E H, + *. 
(iv) As in (iii) we obtain for 
c> 0, 
and this together with (i)--(iii) implies the analyticity of U, (Davies [ 11, 
Theorem 2.31). m 
Remark 2.2. All statements about the nuclear Gel’fand triple (2.5) and 
Lemma 2.2 remain true if A has also mixed derivatives (cf. Ladyienskaya 
[31]; also for the equivalence of the scalar products ((P-A)‘/*., 
(P-~Y’*.h and <<.;>>, on a core for A, where A’ is the closure of a 
strongly elliptic second order operator with smooth coefftcients w.r.t. other 
boundary conditions). For an example with constant coefficients and 
Neumann boundary conditions; cf. Kotelenez [25]. However, we have 
restricted ourselves to the case where A does not have mixed derivatives 
since the corresponding sequence of jump Markov processes is defined on a 
grid which is parallel to the axes. 
2.2. The Local Stochastic Model 
Let us cover b with a (minimal) grid (with a fixed center; cf. Treves 
[39]) of N n-dimensional cubes (cells) of size h” which are parallel to the 
axes. The cell corresponding to the grid point ri will be defined by 
[rj) := {rE(W”: r-j<ri <r-j+h, i= l,..., n}, j= l,..., N.
Let DN be the union of those [rj) c D s.t. the minimum distance between 
[rj) and 8D satisfies 
dist( [r’), 8D) > h, 
where dist(r, ?) = maxi= ,,..,, n I ri- Ti 1. 
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The union of the other cells will be denoted by C?D,. Let u >O be a 
parameter (which is described in Remark 2.3 ). We define EN to be the 
(countable) state space of elements 
where k,, E hJ/vu (0) if [rj)c D,, and =0 if [r’) c D,, reflecting our 
boundary conditions, and N/v := (m/v: m E N }. Set 
I+” := (4 E H,: 4 is constant on each [I-‘) c D,, = 0 otherwise ) 
Then 
and 
defined by 
is a projection from H, onto W.‘. Abbreviate 
a;“+(.) := 
ui”( . ) + u:“( . + h;) 
2 ’ 
Q;“_ ( ) := 
a,“(.)+u;y(. -h,) 
2 
Now we can define a Markov chain on EN through the Q-matrix of its 
transition intensities. 
i 
ub”( r’) k,, + vc”( d) 7 m=k+e,, =: +m,, 
o d’(d)k,,, m=k-e,, =: -m,, 
/?(k,m):= uu”(r’) hp2k,,, m=k+e,,., - - 2 e,, := + rn;, i= l,..., n 
i 
- igo B(k + mih m = k, 
1, 0 otherwise. 
(2.6) 
Here e,/ = (I,,,,)( l/u), where 1 cr,,(q) = 1 if q E [r’), = 0 otherwise, and h, = 
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(0 ,..., h 0 ,..., 0)E R”, where all except the ith coordinate are zero. Hence we 
obtain the matrix of transition probabilities 
P(t) = (0~ k mh,me ~1 
as the unique solution of Kolmogorov’s backward equation 
where Q := W, mh.,.~); cf. Gihman and Skorohod [16]. The 
corresponding (canonical) cadlag Markov process will be denoted by 
x 0.N (generated by Q) 
PN(0) = X;” E EN 
(2.7) 
a given initial distribution. 
In what follows we shall assume that the stochastic basis for PN 
(Q, E f’u.~.,, P) is complete with right continuous filtration. 
Remark 2.3. We can view J?” as a resealed density Markov process on 
another domain 6, subdivided into cells of size u and volume V= UN. In 
this interpretation Y.N(f, ri) is the number of particles in the jth cell 
divided by the cell size u. In particular, for a,(r) = D, i = I,..., n b(r) = b, 
d(r) = d, c(r) E c independent of r we obtain Arnold’s local models for 
(linear) chemical reaction with diffusion (cf. Arnold [3] and Arnold and 
Theodosopulu [ 51. 
The following notation will be useful for the description of the fluc- 
tuation part of X”.N. Set for 4~ H, 
RN(q4”)(r) := (bN(r) -dN(r) dN(r) + cN(r), 
(VN4N)(r) := h-‘(dN(r + hi) - dN(r)), 
(VYi#N)(r) := h-‘(dN(r -hi) - qP(r)), 
(LN4N)(r) :=+ ,f CV! ;(a?+ (r)(VY4))(r) 
,=l 
+ VYCaL (r)(VY j&v))(r)l, 
(ANqSN)(r) := (LNdN)(r)+ (b”-dN)(r) dN(r). 
Remark 2.4. (I) LN and AN define EN and dN~2’(Ho) by 
EN := LNo flN, AN := A”o nN, 
However, for notational convenience we shall drop the tilde and consider 
LN and AN both as elements from L?‘( W N, and Y(H,). 
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(II) In view of our boundary conditions (bN(r) - 0 if r E DN) we easily 
obtain that LN and AN are self-adjoint both on HI*’ and on H, and that 
whence 
L”,<O, A .” - /I < 0 on W N and on H,). 
U”(r) := exp(A”t) 
is in g( 1, B) and is self-adjoint both on W” and Ho. 
(III) To simplify notation we shall in the sequel suppress the index “r” 
and just write “iv” instead of “ON,” e.g., x” instead of Y’.N. Now, if for 
k E E.“, 
{b.Y+~~t(rl)k(ri)+c(ri)+/?-2 f 2ay(rJ)k(r’) 
i-l 
denotes the waiting time parameter for XN and 
r”(k, m) := (#(k)) ’ P(k. WI) 
the jump distribution function (B(k, m) from (2.6)) then the infinitesimal 
generator for x” is given by 
cd,f(k)=g~‘(k)j (.f(rn)-f(k))rc’~(k,drrl). (2.8) 
p 
.f: E” + R bounded and measurable (Gihman and Skorohod [16] ), and 
z”(r):=X”(t)-P(O)- jrn”(X”(s)j~~(;-Xl(r))n’v(Xv(s),~~)rlr 
0 
(2.9) 
=x”(+x.v(o)- j' [LNX”(.~)+R.~(X.~(~))~ ds 
0 
is an W”-valued locally square integrable martingale whenever X”‘(0) is as. 
bounded, where the localizing sequence of stopping times rk (cf. Metivier 
[35] for the definition of localizing) is given by 
*K :=inf{t: IlIX”(t)IIl >K, K>Oj 
(cf. Kurtz [29] as well as Arnold and Theodosopulu [5]), where 111~111 is 
the sup-norm w.r.t. r E D. Hence, X” satisfies formally the evolution 
equation 
dXN(r)=(ANXN(f)+Cn:)df+~~“(t). 
(2.10) 
J?(O) = x;, 
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and “variation of constants” yields 
XN(r)=UN(t)x~(0)+j~uN(f-S)CNdS+~rUN(t--S)dZN(S) (2.11) 
0 
(cf. (2.2) and (2.4); the difference here is the perturbation ZN and the dis- 
cretizations AN, cN. 
Since all norms on WN are equivalent we may stop XN in any 1.1 --d(- 
norm to get a localizing sequence of stopping times for ZN if ( XN(0) ) --oL is 
bounded a.s. This observation together together with the following LLN in 
HP,, cr>n + 1, (see Theorem 3.1) allows us to assume for the rest of the 
paper that for any T> 0 and CI > n + 1 there is a K, -c 0~) s.t. 
sup sup I PN(t) ) in < K, a.s. (2.12) 
v.N O<r<T 
without significantly restricting the applicability of our results. 
We shall now decompose ZN into two mutually orthogonal martingales 
Zf and Zg and then describe their covariance structure. 
To this aim we define recursively the jump times for XN 
to := 0, 
5, :=inf{t>O:XN(t)-XN(f A r,_,)#O}, ma 1, 
1, zoo, 
L :=inf  [ 
X”(t)-XN(f A Am-,) r20: IIX”(t)II - IIX”(t A / ,-,)\I ] E [EN~‘o’]}, m> 1, 
po x0, 
Pm :=inf{t>O: IIX”(t)II - IIX”(t A pm-, 11 #O}, m> 1, 
where 11. II is the L, -norm restricted to W N. 
Obviously, the graphs {[A,], [p,] }k,ma L are all mutually disjoint and 
u/“=Ic~fl=ugnzI ([A,] u [p,]). The 1, are diffusion jumps and the pm 
reaction jumps. 
We set 
Z?(t) := 1 dZ”(lk A t)--zN(& A t), 
k 
z;(t) := c dzN( Pm A t) - dZN( Pm A t), 
m 
where AZN(r ) := Z”(r) - ZN(~ - ), t stopping time, and dZ is the compen- 
sator (dual predictable projection; cf. Metivier [35]). 
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For C$ E H, set 
b~(.).y9+i(.+h) 
I . 2 
d,-(, J.=4(.)+4('-hi) 
) I . 2 
and define operators on H, by 
and 
where 4, ai, h, and d act as multiplication operators. 
For s,w E E.%‘, set 
and for q6v~ E”, 
,.‘&” = a”(@j 1 
t? 
(,$, - 4”) $$j$“, dtc). 
Note that for rJ+h, ED, (L”$)(rJ) = (L”c$)(T’) and that 8” = R”= 
LN-LN. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
Z;(t)=~dXN(A, A t)- 
s 
‘Lyx”(s)ds, 
0 
Z;(r) = 1 dXN(p,,, A t) - 
(2.14) 
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andfor #E HO, 
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E<ZN(f),~)~=E(Z~(~),(b>~+E<Z~(~),(b>~, (2.15) 
nThere 
with K(N)=h”N-, 1, as N+ a3. 
Proof: (i) From the continuity of the compensator of ZN (the integral 
part in the r.h.s. of (2.9)) we obtain that all the jumps of XN are totally 
inaccessible (cf. Gihman and Skorohod [ 17, Theorem 141) whence the 
orthogonality of Zf and Z$ follows from Metivier [35], and all we have to 
do is to compute their respective compensators. 
We only prove (2.16). The proof of (2.14) is similar. Then, for 4 E HO, 
by the strong Markov property using (2.8) and (2.12) (cf. Gihman and 
Skorohod Cl6 J) 
hz” f af: (r’) X”(U, r’)(v;N#N)(r’))2_1~,~+~,~~,~~ 
i=l 
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Similarly, we obtain 
The orthogonality now implies (2.15) and the uniqueness of the compen- 
sators (2.14) (cf. Metivier [35, Sect. 171). 1 
To make full use of (2.11) in (2.16) and similar equations we show: 
LEMMA 2.4. U’(t) is positioit~~ presert~ing on W “. 
Proof: Let ir E Hl,” and denote by 15 1 the vector (I t(r))/ cTI)E nc). Then 
(-L”l(l, 1(l)o = (( -L”)‘:21t;I. (-L”)“l{l),, 
I/,” 2 
=z ,r,zD,, ic, I”;“+ (+)(I ttri+ jzi) I - I 5tr-‘) 1)’ 
+a: (rJ)(15(ri-h,)l --I~(~‘)l)~j 
q;h”-’ ,r,zD,, $, (a;“, (r’)(SW+ hi) - S(r’))’ 
+ u;“l (rj)(t(r’-- hi) - &r’))2 ‘, 
= (( -L”)l’2(, ( -p)‘.‘“~)o~ 
whence exp(LNt) is positivity preserving on W.“’ (Davies Cll. 
Theorem 7.163 ). 
On the other hand the semigroup exp((bN - d”)t) generated by the mul- 
tiplication operator bN - dN is itself the multiplication operator defined by 
(exp((bN-dN)t)q5)(rj)=exp((bN(rJ)-dv(r’))t).&r’) 
and therefore also positivity preserving on W N. Now, by the Trotter 
product formula (cf. Davies [ 111) 
whence UN(t) is positivity preserving on W N. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.2. For any t E R + there is a constant K( t ) depending on t 
and fl s.t. for arbitrary q4 E HO, 
K(t) E(ZN(t), 4% < - vN wxin + Il~clil) ((z-04 eo. (2.17) 
The proof follows from (2.15), (2.16), and Lemma 2.4. 
2.3. Some Preparatory Lemmata 
Denote for sufficiently smooth 4 by aj”4 the jth partial derivative w.r.t. 
ri, i = l,..., n j = 0, l,.... 
The following lemma makes the substitution of AN by A possible: 
LEMMA 2.5. (I) For any cc> (n/2)+ 3 there is a constant K< m 
depending on CI and 
max is { I,...,n} {Ill aij)a, Ill, Ill sib Ill, Ill 8;dill )
j=o,1,2 
such that for any 4 E C?(D) 
IIIW--AMIll a-““m%. (2.18) 
(II) For any a > (n/2) + 1 there are constants R,, 132 -=z co s.t. for all 
4 E CT(D) and any in {l,..., n}, {t-j} c D, 
aN(rj) {((VN4N(rj))2 + ((VN,4N)(rj))2} 
G RI Ill a;4 Ill Q R2 141:. (2.19) 
Proof: (I) Note that estimating I (AN-A) 4(r) 1, rE D,, can easily be 
reduced to a problem in one variable (rir i= l,..., n), whence Taylor’s for- 
mula yields 
I (AN-A) &r)l G N-““K, 2 i Ill djj’# )(I, reD,. 
i=lj=O 
with K, depending on the quantities in the statement of the lemma (cf. 
Kotelenez [25, (AS) and Lemma A.51). 
Moreover, by our assumptions on D, aD there is a finite cover of aD by 
open sets 5 (j= l,..., m} and diffeomorphisms Qj mapping < onto 
B”:= roRn: i (r,)‘<l and@j(Y~nD)={roB”:r,>O}. 
i=l 
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This implies by the substitution rule for integrals over Riemann- 
measurable domains (cf., e.g., Boothby [7]) the existence of a 
Kz = K,(D) < x s.t. 
1 D\D,vI < K,N-’ .‘, (2.20) 
whence for r E D\,D,: 
&, 2 i Ill?]“dl~l N-‘.Y, 
,=I,=0 > 
with R, depending on max,= I,..., ,,;,=o.I (III?‘~illl~ B) and KZ from (2.20). 
Hence (2.18) follows from Lions and Magenes [33] (cf. Corollary 2.1). 
(II) The first inequality in (2.19) is trivial, the second one follows 
from Corollary 2.1. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. (I) For any 4 E Ho and T > 0 
sup I(U”(f)-U(f))~lo +o as N + ‘~3~. 
OGr<T 
(II) U( f ) is positiuity preserving on Ho. 
Proof: (I) follows from (2.18) since C,;(D) is a core for A, and U”(t), 
U(t) E g( 1, /I), with B = 111 b + dill fixed (cf. Davies [ 11, Corollary 3.181). 
(II) Take d E Ho with 4 2 0. Then 4” 3 0 for all NE fU. Consequently, 
U(t)420 since U”‘(t)~“>O and 
where the first term in the r.h.s. of this inequality tends to 0 since 
I U”(t) I yztHoj Debt and I@‘-$I0 -+ 0 by the definition of 4” and (2.20) 
and the second term tends to 0 by part (I) in this corollary. 1 
The following boundedness assumption will be needed in most parts of 
the rest of the paper: 
sup EII( J?(O) II( < 8%. 
c-. N 
(2.21) 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume (2.21). Then, for all t > 0 there is a constant 
K(t) < ,S s.t. for any I(/ E C’(b) and NE k4, 
E j; U”(r - s) dZN(s), II/ ,max ( Ill WI III >. (2.22) 
I = l,....n 
i=O.l.2 
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ProoJ: (i) Abbreviate tiN(t--s) := @‘(t-s)+. Then, by (2.15), (2.16) 
E j-i UN( t -s) dZN(s), + 
> 
’ 
K(N) ’ =--&. E(FN(XN(s))tjN(r-s), $“(r-s)), ds (K(N)=h”N+ 1) 
f (X”‘(s),af:(V~~N(f-~))2+a,N_(V~~N(f-~))2),, ds 
i= 1 
+ (X”(s), (bN + dNWNU - sH2>o 
+ <cN, WNO-~N2)o by (2.13) 
= I( I) + ZZ( t ) + ZZZ( t). 
(ii) 
u”(s) J-~(O) + j-i UN(s - p) cN dp, a?+ (V”+“(r - s))~ 
+oUJ@, (1, u,“,(VNICIN(t-S))2+U~-((VNi~N(f-s))2)OdS, 
with K,(t) := (sup, 111 EXN(0) 111 eB* + tePf II/ c Ill), since for l(r)- 1 
U”(t) 1 < eBt due to the fact that (AN - a) 1 < 0 and U”(t) positivity preser- 
ving, whence by the properties of ui for some Ro(t), 
K(N) - =NKo(t)j-‘( -LN~“(t-~),~N(f-~))Ods 
0 
< 
K(N) - 
NK,(~)S’((P-A~)~~(~--S),S~(I-S))~~~ 
0 
by the definitions of L N, AN and b 
K(N) - 
=~K,(~)j'W-ANM UNMf-s))ll/)o ds 
0 
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since (/I - A “) and U”( t ) commute 
with K,(t) depending on Eo(t), sup,,. K(N), K2 from (2.20), 
and on e”“‘, /I, and ,m,ax,, (111 ?I” a, /II 1.. 
, 
j=O,l 
(iii) For II(t) and III(t) from (i) there obviously hold even better 
estimates. 1 
Set 
.FY := r7(.P(s), s< t). 
LEMMA 2.7. For any 0 < s d t < T and c$ E H,, 
(J 
7- + .r 
<se2/“‘+“‘E 
(Z.“(q). $>,‘,lS:’ (2.23 ) 
0 
Proof: (i) Since A” is self-adjoint on Ho and (trivially) compact, there 
is a CONS{b, } of eigenvectors of A” on Ho with eigenvalues (p/ 1, (30) (cf. 
Gel’fand and Vilenkin [ 151). Hence, 
j~+‘:6U.~(q-pidZ”(p).m) dq 
I / 0 
.I f 
=J ES ‘/ (dZN(p), uN(q- PU, >o (4, dl >o dq 0 
=z j,~‘., i” 
ep”“d~p’(dZ”(p), 4, >o C&d, >o 4 
/ I ‘0 
(cf. Davies [ 12, Theorem 1.71) 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
(ii) The conditional expectation of the last expression w.r.t. .9: is 
equal to 
2wc’y -p’($, q5/ ); E( [(dZ,‘(p), q+/ >“I IS;) dq, 
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where the square brackets in the last expression denote the quadratic 
variation (cf. Metivier [ 353 ) 
<se2fi(T+s)E 
( 
J-'+' (ZN(q),cj);py 
0 > 
since ert’ < 1 U”(t) I y,Ho) G eBt. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let a > (n/2) + 3 and assume (2.21). Then for any T>O 
there is a constant K( T, a) < CC s.t. 
E sup /‘U-.(t-s)(A~.-A”)XN(s)ds <N-““K(T, a). (2.24) 
O<f<T 0 -a 
Proof: 
E sup ~‘U-Jt-s)(A-/AN)XN(s)ds 
oct<r 0 -a 
GE sup 
s ‘lu_,(t-s)(A~.-AN)XN(s)I~~ds O<r<i- 0 
<epT 
f rEl(A~.-AN)XN(s)I-Ids since K.(t)Eg(l, /3) 0 
=esT s ‘E sup I (X”(s), (A-AN)d)OI ds 0 IdlaG 1 
T 
$EC:ifDi) 
d eSr 
s E(XN( t), 1 ). dt . 0 
,;yz, III (A -A”)dIII 
< eSr 
i( 
(EC;(D) 
= UN(t)EX;+~‘UN(t-s)cds, 1 
) 
dt. K/,-l;” 
0 0 0 
by (2.11) and (2.18) 
< e2pT{ T sup 111 EX,” 111 + T2 II/ c Ill} KN- lin 
N 
by Lemma 2.4 and U”(t) E Y( 1, 8). i 
3. LIMIT THEOREMS 
THEOREM 3.1 (LLN). Take a > n + 1 and assume (2.21) in addition to 
(1) N+a, 
(II) UN= V- co, 
(III) E(X,N-X01 --3 ‘0, XN=YN. 
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Then .for all T > 0 
E sup IX”(t)-X(t)1 ~1 -+O. 
O<l<7- 
(3.1) 
Proqf: (i) 
X”(f)-X(r) 
= P(0) -X(O) + [’ (ANXN(s) - .4X(s)) ds + Z”( t) 
0 
=,X-~(O)-x(o)+ &$P’(s)-X(s)] ds+Z”(tl 
0 
+ (“(A~V-ALJX.v(s)ds 
-0 
=~~(r)(X’(O)-X(O))+jlli(t-s)dZ”(s)+j’(I’~.(t-s)d~~(s)I/s 
0 0 
by variation of constants with bN(s) = (A.” - A -.) x”(s). 
(ii) By Lemma 1.1, Theorem 1.1, and Lemma 2.2 there is for any 
T> 0 a K,(T) < ,x st. 
2 
<K,(T)E(Z,“(T)(ix. (3.2) 
-11 
Let ($0 be a CONS in H,. Then, (2.19) and (2.17) yield the existence of a 
K,(T) < x’ s.t. 
with 7 E (($2) + 1, u - (n/2)), whence the theorem follows from Lemma 2.6. 
Maurin’s theorem and the assumptions. 1 
We shall now analyze the limit behaviour of the normalized noise 
processes 
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and define for 4 E H, the continuous analogues to (2.13) 
FL(#) := i -2di(4aidi), 
i=l 
F,q(lj) := (6 + d)$J + c, 
f-(d) := FL(4) + F,?(d). 
(3.4) 
The following lemma is due to It8 [21] (cf. Kotelenez [25]). 
LEMMA 3.1. For any CI > (n/2) + 1 there are unique (in distribution) 
H _ a-valued Gaussian martingales ML, M, and M on some probability space 
(a,#, e, P) with continuous sample paths M, and M, are mutually 
independent, 
M,+MR=M, 
and the characteristic funcbonals are given by 
Eexp(i(MAt), 4) =exp i ji (FANs)M 4>0 ds) 
( 
(3.5) 
JE {L, R}, 4 E H,, and X the solution of (2.2). Moreover, M, is already a 
continuous Gaussian martingale on H _ U + , . 
Remark 3.1. Actually, M, and MR are even Hiilder continuous on 
H-, and H-,+l, respectively, with Hiilder exponent ~1 for all p < $. This 
follows from Kotelenez [24] since the quadratic variations 
CMJ(t) = 1; I FR(C)) I.Y,,H,-,.w ds, 
are Hblder continuous with exponent 1, where 1.1 Y,~Hp.HO~ is the trace norm 
(with p E { c(, IX - 1 } - for the definition of this norm cf. Gel’fand and 
Vilenkin [ 151). 
LEMMA 3.2. If in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 
vN’ - I/n +cc, thenforanydE@andt>O 
Eexp{i<Mf(t) + WY(t), dh> 
+ Eexp(iM,(t), ~$).Eexp(iM,(t), 4) 
(3.6) 
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Proof: (i) Let us abbreviate the 1.h.s. in (3.6) by ~.“(r, 4) and the r.h.s. 
by x( t, 4). By Corollary 2.1 (II), we may w.1.o.g. assume 4 E C,; (D). Then by 
(2.12) and Kurtz [29] ((2.7)) (cf. Kotelenez [25]): 
r”(t, 4)- 1 
= exp(i(uN)“2) (M 
-P(s) +Z”(s), 4); -exp(i(M”(s), #>0) 
X t,\ b((LIN)“‘(- x”(s), d). uN(it,- XN(s), 4); r”(X”(s). dw) ! 
with p(s) := (e’” - 1 - is + (s’/2)sP2. Let us call the second and the third 
term on the r.h.s. of the last equation &‘3N(t) and t?+“(t), respectively. 
(ii) 
lE’.,V(t)l <f ‘El (4X(s))gl, &>o - (FN(XYl.r)M 4>ol ds J 
<$ ~rE(IX(s)-X”(s),~),l+<X”(s).l)o J 
IlIt+-t+P’lll)ds 
0 
with 
d’ = 2 i Ui(aid)’ + (b + d)d’, 
i=l 
‘h” = 2 [a:+ (v”&2 + u,“_ (v”icj)2] + (6” + dN)(qjN)?. 
,=I 
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By “variation of constants” 
X(s) - X”(s) = U”(s)(X(O)) - XN(0) + 1’ UN(s- p)(A - AN) X(p) dp 
0 
+ 
s 
’ UN(s - p) dZN(p), 
0 
whence ~~~~ (t) -+ 0 by (2.21), Lemmata 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and our assumptions. 
(iii) 1 ~~,~(t)( + 0 since on the support of rc”(X”(s), dw), 
~(t~V)“*(w-X~(s),~)~~ <(uN))“*K(N)2 1114111, with K(N)=h”N+ 1, 
and since (cf. (2.8) and the proof of Lemma 2.3) 
EaN(XN(s)) JEA, uN(w- X”(s), 4); @‘(X”(s), dw) 
= K(NE(flXN(s)M d>o, 
which is uniformly bounded by (2.21) and Lemma 2.4. 
(iv) Now the lemma follows, since by the Gronwall-Bellman 
inequality 
(cf. Kurtz [29, Theorem 3.11 and Kotelenez [25]. 
(v) Exactly in the same way we can show that MF( t) * ML(f) and 
M:(t) * M,(t). I 
Remark 3.2. By the Gaussianity the orthogonal noise terms A4; and 
A4: (which account for diffusion and reaction in reaction-diffusion 
systems) become independent in the limit. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Q > n + 1 and assume (2.21). Then for t 2 0 MN(t) is 
weakly compact on H _ sL. 
ProoJ: Let { 4,} be a CONS in H,. Then 
SUP IIl~=~lll + IIIclII (<a, vm) 
N 
by (2.17) and (2.18), with K,(T) as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and 
ye(;+ La-;), 
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-+ 0 if m + tx by Maurin’s theorem implying the lemma (cf. Araujo and 
Gint [2]). 1 
Remark 3.3. M:(t) is already weakly compact on H 1 for CI > ~‘2 
which follows from (2.16), (2.21), and Maurin’s theorem. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let cx> n + 1 and assume (2.21). Then, for anI% T > 0, s > 0 
there exist random variables y;(s) > 0 s.t. for all t E [0, T], 
and (f there is u K > 0 s.t. K < IIN’ ’ ” then 
lim hm E(yf.(s))=O. 
> - 0 .v - % 
Proof: (i) Let (q5( ) b e a CONS in H,. By (2.15) and (2.16) we obtain 
(with K(N)=h”N-+ 1) 
E()M”(r+s)-M”(r)I~~.I .F-;“) 
with rE((n/2)+1, a-(n/2)) and K, depending on n,fl, IllcIII, (illa~./‘lll, 
i= l,..., n, j= 0, 1) and the imbedding constant for the continuous 
imbedding HI,:?, + , + E + C’(B), E >O (cf. Corollary 2.1, II) 
< E(y,;(s)l SF), 
with 
y:(s) := se ZB’T+‘)K~(W~, 1 >o + Tlllclll + 1) 
X (jr+’ (Z’Vq), lWq)@ M$ 
0 / 
by (2.11), (2.23 ) and U”(t) 1 < eBr, 
Since 
Ej 
7-+A K(T+S) 
0 
(z”(t), l>;drd VN,-,.n 
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(as in Lemma 2.6) we obtain 
00 > E());(s)) + 0 
from Maui-in’s theorem, (2.21) and our assumption. i 
THEOREM 3.2. Let t( > n + 1 and assume (2.21) as well as 
(I) N+ cc . . 
(II) vN, - ,,,, ~ ccj entallw UN -, a 
MF+M+-M,+M, on D([O, a); K,), 
where M, and M, are the H _ ,ni2, + , + E ,- valued Gaussian martingales given 
in Lemma 3.1. 
The proof follows from Lemmata 3.1-3.4 using Theorem 2.7 in Kurtz 
1301. I 
Fix 
cr>2+1. 
2 
Let Y,, be an H-,-valued square integrable random variable on 
(6,$, $, P) independent of M(t) for all t > 0 and Y0 a square integrable 
H -,-valued random variable on (Q, 9, P) such that Y0 is equal to Y, in 
distribution. Further, let B denote an arbitrary f U dM-continuity set of 
D( [0, co); HP,,) (cf. Billingsley [6]) with 
Lx, := ( > a+; v (cr+2) 
and E an arbitrary element from a( YO). We make the following asymptotic 
independence assumption: 
y;; + _r in probability on H ~ oL, 
P((s UdM%A)nE} + P{ s UdMA} P(E) I 
(3.8) 
(cf. Billingsley [6, Chapter I, Theorem 2.1; (3.8) is, e.g., satisfied if MN is 
independent of a( YO) for all (large) N). 
Now we can state our major result: 
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THEOREM 3.3 (CLT). Let c( > (n/2) + 1 and ol, := (2 + (n/2)) v ((x + 2) 
and assume (2.2 1) as well as 
(I) LIN’ -*!‘* -+ 0 
(II) L’N1-‘;n + cx i 
entailing N -+ cc. VN --f x, (cl,lN) + 0 
(III) Y,N * Y, in the sense of (3.9 ). 
Then .for y,” := y”.“’ := (pN)“‘(X”..” - X), 
Y”* y on D([O, ‘x); H-,,). 
where 
Y(f)= LWY, + j’ u~,(t--s)(dM,(s)+d~,(s)) 
0 
is Ihe mild solution oj 
dY(t)=A -,Y(r)dr+dM,(t)+dM,(t), 
Y(O)= Y. 
(3.9) 
with M, and M, the mutually independent Gaussian martingales from 
Lemma 3.1. Moreover, for all T > 0, 
WCO, J-1; H-,1 U.S., for all p < t 
C([O, TI:fJ ~z+,) 
(3.10) 
a.s. 
where P[O, T]; H .) is the space qf’ H.,-t:alued p-Hiilder continuous 
.functions, and 
Y is a Markov process. 
Prooj: (i ) 
Y”(t)= K.,(t) Y’(O)+ j’ U m,,(t-s)dM”(s) 
0 
+ j’ U~~,(~-S)(L~N)“*[A~~-A] X”(s)ds. 
0 
(ii) By Theorem 1.1 (or Theorem 4.1 in Kotelenez [26] ). 
Lemma 2.2, and Theorem 3.2, 
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(iii) By Lemma 2.6 the third term in the r.h.s. of (i) tends to 0 
uniformly on compact intervals. 
(iv) Now the weak convergence follows from (3.8) and the fact that 
the addition between continuous and arbitrary elements from 
D([O, co]: HP,,) yields a continuous map from C( [0, co): H-,,) x 
D([O, m):H-.,)+D([O, co);H-,,) (cf. Billingsley [6, Chap. I, Sect.4, 
Theorem 4.5, Proposition 7, Section 5, Theorem 5.11 and Kotelenez [25]). 
(v) The Holder continuity follows by Lemma 2.2 from DaPrato 
Iannelli and Tubaro [lo] and the Holder continuity of M; cf. Kotelenez 
[24] and Remark 3.1, the spatial regularity is an easy generalization of 
Dawson’s results [12] using Lemma 2.2; cf. Kotelenez [27], and the 
Markov property follows from Arnold, Curtain and Kotelenez [4]. 1 
Remark 3.4 Conditions (I) and (II) in Theorem 3.3 are satisfied if, e.g., 
(1) N-rmo, 
m L,wN-l+(3!2”l 
(I) and (II) are essentially needed to obtain the continuous model from the 
grid model. 
Remark 3.5. If D = [w” a similar problem as ours was studied by Mar- 
tin-Liif [34], Holley and Stroock [20], and Gorostiza [ 181 for systems of 
independent (branching) Brownian motions. Apart from the obvious dif- 
ferences between their results and ours there is also a difference in the 
regularity properties of the limit. Indeed, if D = [w” the nuclear set-up is 
given by 9’(IWn) c SE c X0 c X, c Y’(llV), where we have set X0 := 
&(FY), and the intermediate Hilbert spaces are generated by -A + 1 x 1; (cf. 
Holley and Stroock [20]). In this case the Hilbert state space for the limit 
is determined by the fact that (i, so, X.) is an abstract Wiener space 
(a.W.s.) iff cr>n and in our case (i,H,,H_,) is an a.W.s. iff cr>n/2. 
Moreover, since our Hilbert distribution spaces are generated only by 
( -A) (or -L) we can within this set-up make use of the smoothening 
property of exp( tA ) = U(t) which does not seem to be possible on 9’( IX”) c 
& c 9”( IIF). This implies a better spatial regularity for the Gaussian limit 
of a branching particle system in a bounded domain. A (non-Gaussian) dif- 
fusion approximation for branching Brownian motions was obtained by 
Dawson [ 13). 
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